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POSITIVE IMPACTDATA61 is a CSIRO entity, Australia’s preeminent scientific organisation. Being part of CSIRO gives us access to deep domain expertise across all of the industry sectors most likely to be disrupted over next 5-20 years. And, like CSIRO, we too are deeply committed to meeting Australia’s national interests, and doing research and development that has a POSITIVE IMPACT on people, communities, and the future of our planet.  CSIRO employs 5300 staff—with over 2,000 holding doctorates—has an annual operating budget of $1.2 billion, and partners with over 2000 industry companies with work totalling over $220M per annum.CSIRO was founded in 1926, and today it ranks around the world in:--	Top 10 applied research agencies globally.--	Top 1% of global research institutions in 14 of 22 research fields.--	Top 0.1% of global research institutions in 4 of 22 research fields.Some of CSIRO’s major innovations include WiFi, extended-wear contact lenses, the UltraBattery [energy storage], Building IQ [energy optimisation], WASP [wireless tracking], and Zebedee [3D laser mapping system].
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AUSTRALIA’S DIGITAL INNOVATION POWERHOUSEData61 is the only company with sufficient scale and reach to effect the change needed in the next 3-5 years to help Australia realise its digital, data-driven potential. We have a team of 1,146 staff, which includes 419 resident PhD students (plus summer scholars, visiting researchers and interns). We work with 31 Government partners, 91 Corporate partners, and 38 University partners. We are currently working on 193 data-driven projects, and we own 172 patents.  Data61 is world leading in the domain of data-centric R&D and the early stages of commercialising data-centric solutions. And we are well placed to capture 0.1% of the Global R&D spend, across public and private sector, for both individual companies and industry sectors.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER 
 
CSIRO advises that the information contained in this publication comprises general 
statements based on scientific research. The reader is advised and needs to be aware that 
such information may be incomplete or unable to be used in any specific situation.  
No reliance or actions must therefore be made on that information without seeking prior 
expert professional, scientific and technical advice. To the extent permitted by law, CSIRO 
(including its employees and consultants) excludes all liability to any person for any 
consequences, including but not limited to all losses, damages, costs, expenses and any other 
compensation, arising directly or indirectly from using this publication (in part or in whole) 
and any information or material contained in it. 
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‘The start of the 
fourth information 

revolution’ 
Head of the Bank of England 2016 
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Blockchain is part of a larger story – but it has the potential revolutionise information systems.



Fourth Industrial Revolution 
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WEF Data is the new steam.



What’s the story? 

TRUST 
IoT 

Data 
Productivity 
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Refer to IoT identity preso.



Spreadsheet Metaphor 
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Use generic blockchain description, include PoW and publically distributed example.This gives us integrity  - use internet description.



The first use case 
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Double spend problem.Running for ~7 years – so there is trust in the trust machine.Crypot currecy just a side show
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Source: Brave New Coin, 2016. 

Follow the money… 
The amount spent on Blockchain R&D in $USD millions. 
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All that glitters… Source: Coindesk.com 
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Here’s Some Cryptocurrency. Now Please Use It. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
‘…few cryptocurrency projects have evolved to the point where 
anyone is using the tokens as anything other than an investment.’ 
 
By Nathaniel Popper 
July 1, 2018 
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Use cases 
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•Integrity 
•Provenance 
•Transparency 
•Disintermediation 
•… 
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Identity is at the core.  Someone is doing something.*Smart contracts*
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Internet of Trust 
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Correlation not causation
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The real world.  Transactions happen there.  What might a blockchain enabled academic solution enable.



Trust is contextual 
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How you get your trust matters.  LTO examples.  How academia might use it.



Drawbacks 
Blockchain “bloat” 
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Three types of blockchain: content, transaction and identity.



Drawbacks 
Compute 
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Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Singularity_Is_Near 
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Not confidential by default.  Encryption and hashes (i.e. ASX)



Drawbacks 
Toxic Data 
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How do you deal with the wrong stuff?  Dispute resolution.  Correcting invalid entries.



Key points for government and business 

Cross 
Domain 

Expertise 

The technology is 
one part of a larger 
ecosystem. 

Integrity 

The challenge is to 
create data 

provenance in a 
world swimming in 

data and devices. 

Privacy 

Blockchains present 
opportunities and 
risks which are novel 
in information 
systems. 
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The complexity and necessity of cross-domain knowledge and education is brought to the fore by blockchain.Some say privacy was lost years ago, so get over it.83 years to invent the can opener… hopefully online privacy may happen sooner.Trusted computing.
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Block chain visualisation 
 http://ethviewer.live 
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51% attackICOs

http://ethviewer.live/


THANK YOU 
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